ILLUMINA® SEQUENCING

Whole-Genome Chromatin IP
Sequencing (ChIP-Seq)
Illumina ChIP-Seq combines chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) with massively parallel DNA
sequencing to identify binding sites of DNA-associated proteins. Illumina ChIP-Seq technology
precisely and cost-effectively maps global binding sites for a protein of interest.
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• High Quality Data: Positional
precision of mapped binding
sites ± 50bp
• Wide Dynamic Range: Robust
quantification for determining
binding specificities of varying
strengths

target DNA sites that a given factor
was bound to in vivo. The revolutionary Solexa Sequencing technology is
an ideal method to identify isolated

ChIP:
Enriched DNA
Binding Sites

DNA sites from ChIP. This massively
parallel sequence analysis in the context of easy access to whole-genome
sequence databases has made analyzing the interaction pattern of any

Sequence

protein with DNA1,2, or the pattern of
• High Signal-to-Noise Ratio:
Lower background than ChIPchip, no cross hybridization

any epigenetic chromatin modifica-

• Genome-Wide Analysis:
Identifies any binding sites,
not limited to array features
or candidate sequences

Genome Analyzer determines the

• Low Starting Material Requirement: Robust output from as
little as 10ng of precious input

ChIP-Seq technology supports virtu-

tions3,4, across the entire genome
fast and cost-effective. The Illumina
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sequences of ChIP-isolated DNA fragments to identify and quantify the
sites bound by a protein of interest.
ally unconstrained selection of any
ChIP-able protein and modifications

Protein-chromatin interactions are first
crosslinked in situ. Specific DNA fragments
are co-immunoprecipitated and sequenced
to identify genome-wide sites associated
with a factor or modification of interest.
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to be studied5, such as transcription
factors, polymerases and transcrip-

figure 2: Mapping binding sites onto the genome

tional machinery, structural proteins,
protein modifications, and DNA
modifications (Table 1).
WHOLE GENOME CHIP-SEQ

Chromatin immunoprecipitation is
a powerful method to selectively
enrich for DNA sequences bound by
a particular protein in living cells.
However, the widespread use of this
method has been limited by the lack
of a sufficiently robust method to
identify all of the enriched DNA
sequences. The ChIP process
enriches specific crosslinked DNAprotein complexes using an antibody
against a protein of interest (Figure 1).
Oligonucleotide adapters are then
added to the small stretches of DNA
that were bound to the protein of
interest to enable massively parallel
sequencing. After size selection, all
the resulting ChIP DNA fragments
are sequenced simultaneously using
the Genome Analyzer and Solexa®
Sequencing technology. A single
sequencing run can scan

Sequence tags (red) from DNA ChIP-enriched for Neuron-restrictive Silencer Factor
(NRSF) binding sites are shown in the UCSC genome browser aligned to a region on
chromosome 7. There is a clear binding site in the GRM8b gene, and almost no nonspecific signal (blue, input DNA). These data were kindly provided by Dr. Barbara Wold.
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HIGH QUALITY DATA

approximately 1000 clonal copies

A large number of short individual

each. The resulting high density

sequence reads are produced by the

array of template clusters on the

Illumina Genome Analyzer. Sensitivity

flow cell surface is sequenced by the

and signal-to-noise ratios are very

fully automated Illumina Genome

high since three to five million indi-

Analyzer. Each template cluster

vidual reads are typically produced

undergoes sequencing by synthesis

in each run. Since the system has

a reference genome sequence, allowing determination of all of the
binding sites for a factor of interest.
Sequence read lengths of only 25–32
bases are sufficient to accurately
align and identify millions of fragments per run. Unlike microarraybased ChIP methods, the accuracy of
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Table 1: Chip-seq compared to Chip-chip analysis
ChIP-Seq

ChIP-chip

ChIP-Seq Advantage

Starting material

Low: Down to 10 ng

4 µg

Hundreds-fold lower DNA input requirements means fewer IP reactions

Flexibility

Yes: Genome-wide
assay of any
sequenced organism

Limited:
dependent on
available products

Not limited to content available on arrays

Positional resolution

± 50bp

± 500–1000bp

Site mapping can be an order of magnitude
more precise

Sensitivity

Widely tunable:
Increase counts to
increase sensitivity

Poor: Based on
hybridization and
ratios

Simply increase the number of counts to
obtain desired sensitivity

Cross-hybridization

None: Each DNA is
individually sequenced

Significant

Higher quality data even in complex
genomes

the ChIP-Seq assay is not limited by

across an entire genome is achieved

are enabled with just the single

the spacing of predetermined probes.

for significantly lower cost than
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genome ChIP profiling.

For Illumina ChIP-Seq, the standard

Summary

are required. Only minor changes to

Illumina ChIP-Seq achieves unparal-

the sample preparation protocol are

leled data density with highly

required to use ChIP-isolated DNA.

accurate and precise results enabling

A full assay manual describing the

comprehensive whole-genome

ChIP-Seq application is available

mapping of DNA-binding sites.

from Illumina. A ChIP-Seq Data

Researchers can study any immuno-

Analysis Technical Note describes

precipitates from virtually any

some third-party software packages

sequenced organism using a single

for downstream analysis recom-

system. Low sample input require-

mended by Illumina.

ments minimize tedious immunopre-

Genome Analyzer and Cluster Station

Illumina’s Genome Analyzer

cipitations. Truly comprehensive

system enables much more than

mapping of in vivo binding sites

ChIP-Seq analysis. Many applications
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ORDERING INFORMATION

Catalog No.

Product

Description

IP-102-1001

ChIP-Seq Sample Prep Kit

Contains reagents for preparing ten ChIP-Seq samples.

FC-103-1001

Cluster Generation Kit

Contains one flow cell, one amplification manifold, and one hybridization manifold for processing up to eight samples.

FI-104-1002

SBS 26-cycle Sequencing Kit

Contains reagents for generating 25 base pair sequences for ChIP-Seq
profiling samples.

SY-301-2001

Illumina Cluster Station

Includes the Illumina Cluster Station, computer, software, installation,
training, and 1-year warranty.

SY-301-1001

Illumina Genome Analyzer

Includes the Illumina Genome Analyzer, computer, software, installation, training, and 1-year warranty.
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